A reduced reaction mechanism suitable for modeling finite-rate gas-phase chemistry associated with the ablation of carbon-phenolic materials in rocket nozzle applications is presented. Important species are identified by performing equilibrium chemistry calculations over a range of conditions determined from decoupled ablation analyses of the HIPPO nozzle. An investigation of the literature is performed to identify candidate reaction mechanisms that involve these species. Sensitivity studies are conducted in order to reduce a large combustion mechanism to a minimal essential set of species and reactions that can accurately model the post-combustion nozzle core flow and ablation products over the conditions of interest. This reduced mechanism is small (only 20 species and 33 reactions) so that it can be utilized in a flow solver as part of conjugate ablation analyses of rocket nozzles. This mechanism is found to be adequate for modeling the flow through the nozzles of solid rocket motors using typical aluminized AP/HTPB propellants, and should be suitable for use in conjugate flowfield/ablation analyses of carbon-phenolic nozzles for nondimensional pyrolysis gas mass flux values up to 0.4, temperatures up to 3000 K, and pressures up to 6.0 MPa.
Nomenclature
The ith species r
The rth reaction
I. Introduction
Performing conjugate analyses of ablation in rocket nozzles requires a gas-phase reaction mechanism that includes both nozzle core flow species as well as ablation product species. The reaction mechanism proposed by Troyes et al.
1 was developed to model rocket plumes, but has been found to adequately model the nozzle flow for solid rocket motors using typical aluminized AP/HTPB (ammonium perchlorate / hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene) propellants. 2 However, this mechanism does not include several species (e.g. CH 4 , C 2 H 2 ) that are important products present at the ablating surfaces of carbon-phenolic materials. Martin et al. 3 reviewed three existing mechanisms, and introduced a fourth, for modeling ablation of carbonphenolic materials in air. Unfortunately, all of these mechanisms exclude chlorine-containing species that are important for solid rocket motor flows. Likewise, the mechanism proposed by Gökçen 4 does not contain important chlorine-containing species. Therefore, a new reduced mechanism is proposed to fill the need presented by conjugate ablation analyses.
This paper begins with a series of studies that identify the species most relevant to the ablation of carbonphenolic materials within solid rocket motors using aluminized AP/HTPB propellants. The literature is then reviewed to identify a baseline, detailed chemical kinetics mechanism involving all relevant species. Sensitivity analyses are performed on the baseline mechanism, over a range of relevant conditions, in order to identify the key reactions and species that are important for nozzle ablation problems. The accuracy of this reduced mechanism is assessed by comparing results produced by the detailed and reduced mechanisms. The reduced mechanism identified in this effort contains 20 species and 33 reactions, and produces results in good agreement with the much larger baseline mechanism. Finally, this reduced mechanism is used to model the flow through the HIPPO nozzle; results compare favorably with those obtained using the Troyes mechanism and a equilibrium chemistry reference solution.
II. Species Selection

II.A. Carbon-Phenolic Ablation
To identify the species relevant to ablation in rocket nozzles, a decoupled ablation analysis is performed for the HIPPO 5 nozzle. Convective boundary conditions along the nozzle are computed with the LeMANS 6 flow solver, while the ablation response is computed using the MOPAR-MD 2, 7 material response solver. Additional details of the HIPPO nozzle test case and the decoupled ablation analysis methodology are presented by Cross and Boyd 2 and for brevity are not repeated here. Six surface probe points are spaced along the nozzle (see Fig. 1) ; temperature, pressure, and non-dimensional pyrolysis gas mass flux B ′ g are recorded as a function of time for the duration of the motor operation. From these data it is possible to determine the region of the "parameter space" in (
) that would be encountered by the nozzle. Plots of the parameter space are given in Fig. 2 through Fig. 4 . From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the temperature that is experienced is fairly insensitive to the pressure, though higher pressures are generally associated with higher temperatures. From Fig. 3 it seems that the value of B ′ g that can be achieved is also fairly insensitive to pressure. However, in Fig. 4 it can be seen that B ′ g does have some dependence on temperature, e.g. for B ′ g > 0 the temperature must be about 1000 K or greater. Note that there are a few points with B ′ g > 1 (off the limits of these plots). Based on these plots, it is possible to establish the range of parameters for two different studies identifying important ablation product species. Together, these studies cover virtually all of the ablating parameter space encountered by the HIPPO nozzle. The parameters for the first study are: (539 points total). The Chemics 8 chemical equilibrium code (using the CEA 9 thermodynamics database) is used to compute the resultant species mass fractions for each set of conditions in these two studies. Additional inputs required by the Chemics code are the elemental composition of the edge gases (nozzle core flow), the pyrolysis gases, and the char, obtained from Arnold et al. 5 and presented in Table 1 .
II.B. Nozzle Core Flow
A third study is performed, to determine the relevant species within the nozzle core flow separate from ablation. The parameters for this study are: 
II.C. Selected Species
The species mass fraction data produced by Chemics for each point in each study is post-processed to identify those species with mass fractions at or above a threshold value. For this work a threshold value of 0.001 (0.1 %) is used. The error incurred by excluding species with mass fractions less than this threshold value is expected to be acceptable (errors on the order of 2 % or less are generally considered acceptable for computational fluid dynamics solutions). The number of points at which each species is identified as being significant is computed. A list is constructed for each study, tabulating those species which are identified as being significant, along with the number of points in the study where they are deemed to be significant. The results from these three studies are summarized in Table 2 . A total of 22 species are identified as being potentially significant; note that Al 2 O ⋆ 3 is an inert condensed-phase species. With additional consideration several of these can be eliminated. C 6 H 6 occurs at only one point (at low pressure, and with a mass fraction equal to the threshold value of 0.001), so can easily be eliminated. C 4 H 2 occurs at a few points for the two ablation studies, but only at the highest temperature (3000 K), and with a relatively small mass fraction of 0.0022 or less. Since this temperature is never quite reached in the HIPPO analysis, this species can also be eliminated. Similarly, C 2 H only occurs at a few points, again only at 3000 K, and with mass fractions of 0.0017 or less; it can also be neglected. CN also only occurs at only a few points, at the lowest pressure and the highest temperature, with a small mass fraction of 0.0011; it can be neglected as well. Finally, C 2 H 4 occurs only at a few points, at the highest value considered for B ′ g (0.4), but for a range of pressures and temperatures. Predicted mass fraction is relatively small, at 0.0022 or less. Removal of this species is not so easy to justify as for some of the others, but the small mass fraction suggests that it could be removed with the introduction of minimal error.
III. Reduced Kinetic Model
III.A. Baseline Mechanism
A literature survey is performed in order to identify an existing mechanism that could potentially be used to model the species identified as being important. One mechanism that has been used in the literature [10] [11] [12] to model the combustion of ammonium perchlorate / HTPB solid rocket propellants is the "reduced Jeppson" mechanism presented by Gross.
13 This baseline mechanism features 127 reactions involving 37 species, including all gas-phase species identified in this work as being important for ablation of rocket nozzles (except for HNC). While this mechanism is small enough that it could conceivably be used directly in flow computations supporting ablation analyses, it contains a number of large species that are unimportant for post-combustion nozzle flow. By removing these unnecessary species and associated reactions, a smaller and more efficient mechanism can be produced that allows the flow computations to be completed much more quickly.
III.B. Mechanism Reduction
The baseline mechanism is simplified based upon the results of sensitivity analyses performed using SENKIN, 14 a tool distributed with the CHEMKIN program, 15 following the same general methodology utilized by Gökçen 4 and Martin et al. 3 SENKIN is used to compute the temperature and mass fraction histories for a homogeneous reacting mixture under adiabatic, constant pressure conditions. The first-order sensitivity coefficients (as computed from a linear sensitivity analysis) of the temperature and select species mass fractions with respect to the reaction rates are also output as functions of time. The normalized coefficient representing the sensitivity of parameter X with respect to reaction r is given by:
where the normalization factor X max is the maximum value achieved for the parameter of interest over the course of the simulation. Temperature and the mass fractions for CO, CO 2 , H 2 O, HCl, CH 4 , and C 2 H 2 are assumed to be the relevant parameters for the nozzle ablation problem. The numerator of Eq. (1) is a quantity obtained directly from SENKIN. The sensitivity analysis is performed for the relevant portion of the nozzle parameter space in two studies. The first study considers flow through the nozzle in the absence of ablation; the parameter space for this study is: for 175 points total. Initial species mass fractions are computed by appropriately mixing species sets representing the nozzle edge gases, the pyrolysis gases, and the char material (see Table 3 ). The nozzle edge gas species representation is the equilibrium composition at T = 300 K and P = 0.1 MPa, as computed by Chemics assuming that the only participating species are HCl, CO 2 , N 2 , H 2 O, and CH 4 . Similarly, the pyrolysis gas representation is the equilibrium composition at the same conditions, assuming that the only participating species are C 2 H 2 , CH 4 , and CO 2 . Char is assumed to be purely carbon, which is modeled as an injection of C 2 H 2 combined with a subtraction of an appropriate amount of CH 4 to ensure no net hydrogen addition.
Initial species mass fractions for each point in these studies are computed as a function of
c , and these three species sets according to: 16, 17 
B ′ c for each point in the study is determined as a function of T , P , and B ′ g from pre-computed B ′ tables. The species mass fraction history data from each simulation in these studies are post-processed to identify all species that achieve a mass fraction greater than a threshold value (0.001 is used in this effort) at any time. In this way it is possible to identify important species as predicted by the baseline mechanism. Representative mass fraction histories for a selection of the most important species are presented in Fig. 5 . The normalized sensitivity coefficients from these studies are used to identify and select the most important reactions. Reactions that have a sensitivity coefficient greater than 1% of the maximum sensitivity predicted are selected as being important (this is the same criterion used by Martin et al.
3 ). A representative sensitivity coefficient history is presented in Fig. 6 ; only reactions identified as being significant are included. Finally, any additional species required as participants in these important reactions are identified.
By collating the important species and reactions across all points in the parameter space explored in these sensitivity studies, a minimal essential set of species and reactions that can accurately model the post-combustion nozzle core flow and ablation products over the conditions of interest can be assembled. The sensitivity analysis identifies reactions involving several "large" hydrocarbon species (i.e. C 2 H 3 , C 2 H 4 , Table 3 . Species mass fractions for mixtures representing the nozzle edge gases (propellant gas-phase combustion products), the pyrolysis gases, and the char for the HIPPO nozzle, for use in computing initial compositions for sensitivity studies.
Species
Edge Gas Pyrolysis Gas Char and C 4 H 6 ). However, these species and associated reactions are eliminated since the equilibrium chemistry analysis preceding the sensitivity study suggests that these species are unimportant. Comparisons of the reduced mechanism with and without these reactions indicates that removing these reactions and species has negligible impact on the results. The reduced mechanism identified here is presented in Table 4 , and features 33 reactions involving 17 gas-phase species (plus N 2 as an inert gas-phase species and Al 2 O ⋆ 3 as an inert condensed-phase species). 
III.C. Evaluation of Reduced Mechanism
Accuracy of the reduced mechanism is assessed by repeating the SENKIN simulations, only using the reduced mechanism instead of the full mechanism. The temperature and mass fraction histories (for the species CO, CO 2 , H 2 O, HCl, CH 4 , and C 2 H 2 ) as predicted by the baseline and reduced mechanisms are compared and root mean square (RMS) differences are computed. For the non-ablating nozzle flow study at elevated temperatures (T > 1000 K) excellent agreement is achieved between the reduced and the baseline mechanism. RMS differences do not generally exceed 1 %, and for most species and points in the study the RMS difference does not exceed 0.1 %. However, at the lowest temperature considered (T = 1000 K) very large RMS differences (exceeding 40 %) are encountered for CO and C 2 H 2 (see Fig. 7 ). To understand this further, the CO mass fraction as computed by the two mechanisms is presented in Fig. 8 as a function of time for P = 0.5 MPa. While these differences seem dramatic, there are several indications suggesting that they are not that significant. First, the mass fraction for CO at this condition is always very small (less than 4.5 × 10 −6 ). Also, the time scale for this simulation is very long (on the order of hours) while the time scale for flow through the nozzle is very small (on the order of a few milliseconds). Additionally, the agreement between the two mechanisms is very good at the shorter timescales. Similar conclusions can be drawn for C 2 H 2 , but for this species the mass fractions are even smaller (1.0 × 10 −14 ). Therefore, it can be concluded that the reduced mechanism can model nozzle core flow conditions with negligible differences from the baseline mechanism.
For the study including ablation products, very good agreement is also obtained between the baseline and reduced mechanism at higher temperatures (T > 1500 K). RMS differences are generally less than 2 % for most species (often significantly less), though RMS differences as high as 6 % are encountered for C 2 H 2 . At lower temperatures (T = 1500 K), larger differences are obtained for CO (up to 8 % ) and C 2 H 2 (up to 16 %), as illustrated in Fig. 9 . The CO mass fraction as computed by the two mechanisms is presented in Fig. 10 same for both mechanisms; only a small shift in time is observed, but this occurs at time scales much longer than would be experienced in a nozzle application. The same conclusions can be drawn for C 2 H 2 .
This reduced mechanism is further evaluated by investigating the ability of this reduced species set to produce accurate B ′ tables. B ′ tables are computed using the Chemics code two different ways: without restriction on the species (i.e. using all the species in the underlying thermodynamic database), and with only the 18 gas-phase species in the reduced mechanism. These two B ′ tables are compared in Fig. 11 , where it can be seen that there are significant differences for T > 2000 K. Clearly, using only these 18 species is not sufficient for modeling ablation. This discrepancy is largely due to the absence of HCN, which was identified in section II.C as being a potentially important species, from the reduced mechanism. When HCN is added to the reduced mechanism as an inert species, much better agreement is obtained for the B ′ tables (see Fig.  11 ). The accuracy thus achieved is believed to be acceptable; further improvement can only be made by the addition of multiple species, which comes at significant computational cost.
III.D. Final Reduced Mechanism
The final reduced mechanism comprises the 33 reactions listed in Table 4 and 20 species:
Note that N 2 and HCN are inert gas-phase species, while Al 2 O ⋆ 3 is an inert condensed-phase species. Reaction rates are computed using a modified Arrhenius equation:
The evaluation presented in section III.C suggests that the reduced mechanism identified here adequately reproduces predictions obtained with the baseline mechanism, and is sufficient for use in conjugate flowfield / ablation simulations of carbon-phenolic nozzles for solid rocket motors using typical aluminized AP / HTPB propellants. At higher temperatures there is negligible difference in the results between the two mechanisms. While the differences are larger at lower temperatures, these are judged to be acceptable, especially considering that low temperatures are only encountered in small regions of the flowfield (near the wall) for very short periods of time at the start of motor operation. Since the reduced mechanism includes approximately half the species and one quarter the number of reactions present in the baseline mechanism, flowfield calculations utilizing the reduced mechanism will require significantly less computational resources and time for completion.
IV. HIPPO Nozzle Flowfield Analysis
The 20 species reduced mechanism identified in this work is used in conjunction with the LeMANS flow solver to compute the flow through the HIPPO nozzle. Results are compared to those obtained with the 13 species mechanism proposed by Troyes, and to a reference solution obtained with the Chemics chemical equilibrium solver. The nozzle chamber conditions are P 0 = 4.48 MPa and T 0 = 3452 K; wall temperature is 2500 K.
The mesh has 77 cells in the wall-normal direction and 150 cells in the axial direction, for a total of 11,550 cells. Near wall cell thickness ranges from approximately 6.2×10
−8 m at the throat increasing to 2.0×10 −7 m at the exit; a stretch ratio of 20 % is used in the wall-normal direction. Wall Y + values remain below 0.1 for the length of the nozzle with this mesh. The axial dimension of the cells ranges from approximately 1.27 × 10 −3 m near the throat and nose increasing to 6.8 × 10 −3 m at the exit. Biasing is used in order to obtain a smooth mesh. Mesh parameters are determined from an extensive mesh refinement study, which suggests that this mesh can yield heat flux values with an error of less than 0.5 %. The mesh is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Wall heat flux as computed with the two mechanisms is compared in Fig. 12 . Agreement between the two mechanisms is quite good, with an RMS difference of 1.2 %. Flowfield parameters along the nozzle centerline are also compared. Pressure, temperature, and velocity are in excellent agreement, with RMS differences less than 0.4 %. Mass fractions for the twelve species in common between the two mechanisms are compared in Fig. 13 . The agreement for most species is quite good, with the largest discrepancies occurring in the downstream portion of the nozzle. The most significant discrepancy occurs for CO 2 .
The mass fraction for CO 2 is presented in Fig. 14 , and is compared to the equilibrium solution computed using Chemics and to results from two additional LeMANS simulations. These simulations modeled chemical equilibrium by increasing the forward and backward reaction rates by a factor of 1000. It can be seen that the mass fraction for CO 2 as predicted using finite-rate chemistry and the 13 species mechanism is essentially "frozen" and nearly constant throughout the nozzle. In contrast to this, the finite-rate chemistry simulation using the 20 species mechanism shows significant changes to the mass fraction for CO 2 , largely following the reference chemical equilibrium solution. The equilibrium chemistry simulation using the 20 species mechanism is in excellent agreement with the reference equilibrium solution, but the equilibrium simulation using the 13 species mechanism is in poor agreement. Similar observations can be made for other species (CO in particular), though to a lesser extent.
While it is expected that chemical non-equilibrium may become noticeable in the downstream portion of the nozzle (where temperature and pressures are dropping significantly), it is expected that chemical equilibrium would prevail in the upstream (subsonic) portion of the nozzle. However, the 13 species mechanism predicts significant chemical nonequilibrium for CO 2 and CO beginning upstream of the throat. In contrast, the 20 species mechanism predicts that significant chemical nonequilibrium begins far downstream of the throat, for all species. The 20 species mechanism is therefore in better agreement with expectations. Additionally, the 20 species mechanism can be used to obtain the correct equilibrium solution, whereas the 13 species mechanism cannot. The proposed mechanism therefore improves upon the Troyes mechanism, though at the cost of increased computational expense.
These simulations show that the reduced mechanism identified in this work is adequate for modeling the flow through the nozzles of solid rocket motors using typical aluminized AP / HTPB propellants. It is further believed that this mechanism is suitable for use in coupled flowfield / ablation analyses of carbon-phenolic nozzles, subject to the following restrictions:
Should it be necessary to model regions outside of this parameter space, it may be necessary to expand the mechanism with additional species and / or reactions.
V. Conclusion
A new reduced, gas-phase finite-rate chemistry mechanism suitable for use in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses of ablation within rocket nozzles has been proposed. The small size of this mechanism (20 species and 33 reactions) makes it quite affordable and suitable for CFD applications, yet is comparable in accuracy over the parameter space of interest to a much larger, detailed mechanism that is commonly used to model combustion of solid rocket propellants. The proposed mechanism was produced by reducing the detailed mechanism based on a linear sensitivity analysis. This sensitivity analysis identified the species and reactions that had the strongest impact on the solution for a range of ablating and non-ablating conditions. Unimportant species and reactions were then eliminated with minimal impact to accuracy.
The flow through the HIPPO nozzle was computed with the LeMANS flow solver using the proposed 20 species mechanism as well as a 13 species mechanism from the literature. Comparisons were also made to an equilibrium chemistry reference solution. Results obtained with the 20 species mechanism agreed well with the reference solution and showed improvement over those produced with the 13 species mechanism. This mechanism was therefore found to be adequate for modeling nozzle flows involving typical aluminized AP/HTPB propellants.
The reduced mechanism presented in this paper provides a key component, previously missing, that will enable conjugate analyses of ablation in rocket nozzles to be performed. The proposed mechanism is suitable for use in coupled flowfield/ablation analyses of carbon-phenolic nozzles for the parameter space: B ′ g ≤ 0.4, T ≤ 3000 K, and P ≤ 6.0 MPa. In future work, this new mechanism will be used as part of conjugate ablation analyses of the HIPPO nozzle.
